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Click Search under Other Ads 
 
If you have never used the Search under Other Ads link, here’s the explanation of what happens 
when you click that button. 
 

 
 You will see a popup appear, with some more information on the number of ads that are related to 
the ad you selected, and how those other ads were obtained through the bullet points.  A general rule 
of thumb we advise is that if 50 or more items are correlated to the same seller, then chances are 
very good it is not a “garage sale”.   

 
Below is an explanation of how Other Ads are harvested: 
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1. All ads under one or more phone numbers.  Multiple phone numbers may be correlated 

through the same series of ads from the same seller, as long as both phone numbers appear in 
at least one Craigslist ad together.  

 
2. Email addresses that are clear and visible through the body of the ad or exposed in the reply 

button.  The anonymous-numbered Reply email from Craigslist is not considered a 
searchable email address.  

 
3. UserID is a field that correlates “other ads by the same seller”, if the seller agreed to allow 

Craigslist to show his/her other ads in that way.  You will see a button saying “Other Ads” 
when you lookup that Craigslist ad in the Forensic View 
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4. Contact Alias is a word or phrase entered into the body of the ad that acts as a way to 

correlate “other ads by the same seller”, but it doesn’t go through Craigslist’s built in userID.   
The contact alias text should be visible on the Hot Sheet results page, and you can 
independently follow it when you view each ad in the Forensic View 

 
 
 
 


